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Summary 
In this paper we introduce a novel method for  improving the 
uniformity of random number generator named uniformity 
improving method, or UIM in short. In this approach data-
oriented model of uniform random variable named UDPD is 
simulated. The simulation results show that generated numbers 
by this new method have good uniformity. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper a new method is introduced for generating 
uniform random numbers based on data oriented modeling. 
This modeling method of random variable is proposed in 
[1]. By using this method, uniform random variable is 
modeled with several data. Up to now, statisticians have 
used mathematical functions to model random variables. 
This approach conforms to human brain structure, in other 
words it is easier for human to use mathematical functions 
for modeling. In this approach for modeling random 
variable X, distribution function F(x) is denoted its 
scattering. In our approach random variable X is modeled 
with data structure, sizeable number of data. Data-oriented 
model of uniform random variable proposed in [1] and 
named UDPD. UDPD is a weighted digraph which is 
explained in detail in next section of this paper. The 
introduced method in this paper is a simulation method of 
UDPD model. This simulation method based on its result 
named uniformity improving method, or UIM in short. 
The implementation results show that the good uniformity 
of numbers generated with UIM in comparison with 
Matlab’s rand. Basic definition to outline UDPU and 
implementation of UIM is explained in section 2. In the 
third section 

 

 

 non-uniformity of current Matlab’s method and UIM is 
compared by calculating two evaluation factors and it is 
shown that uniformity of random numbers generated by 
UIM is better than Matlab’s method.  

 
2. Uniformity Improving Method  

 
 In this section we introduce new method for 
generating uniform random numbers. The simulation 
result shows the good uniformity of generated number 
by this new method. This is the reason we named it 
uniformity improving method, or UIM in short. This 
method is a simulation way of UDPD model. UDPD 
is a data-oriented model of uniform random variable 
[1]. Data-oriented modeling is a way that models 
concepts by data structures. Following definitions are 
presented to outline UDPD as a data oriented model 
of uniform random variable. Then simulation of 
UDPD leads us the way to making the UIM.   

Definition: 

Let G=(V,E) be a weighted digraph with nonempty 
and finite set V as vertices and set E as edges. Weight 
of each edge is the probability of that transition, for 
example, weight of edge b→c is the probability of 
transition from b to c. It is called transition probability 
and is denoted by bcP  . If b and c are digits then bcP    
is called Digit Probability [2]. 

Definition: 

As defined in [4, 5] weighted directed graph G is 
called probability digraph or prodigraph in short if 
and only if for any vertex Va∈  we have: 

.1=∑
∈vb

abP  
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Note that Pij=0 if and only if there is not any edge 
from i to j and then there exists edge ji →  exists in 
prodigraph if Pij>0. Therefore like the adjacency 
matrix we can represent prodigraph by vector of 
vertices [ ]ivV = and VVijPP ×= ][ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The matrix P is called the probability matrix of 
prodigraph. Then a prodigraph can be denoted 
by [ ] [ ]( )PVG ,= . For example prodigraph of figure1 
can be denoted by: 
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Definition: 

Let G=([V],[P]) be a prodigraph. Then G is a Digital 
Prodigraph if and only if V=[0., 0, 1, 2, …, 9]. 

 

Definition: 

Let G=([V],[P]) be a Digital Prodigraph and  
w= 0., a1, a2, …,an  be a walk on this graph. Value Of 
Walk is denoted by VOW and is defined as follows: 

  VOWw = a1 × 10-1 + a2 × 10-2 + … + an ×10-n 

∑
=

−×=
n
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i
ia

1
10   

....aa0.a n21=  

In other words, VOW of walk naaaw ,...,,.,0 21= , 
is obtained by appending each vertex of w as we 
traverse digital prodigraph from 0. to na . 

Definition: 

Let G=([V],[P]) be a Digital Prodigraph, and  
w= 0., a1, a2, …,an  be a walk on this graph. Suppose 

n21 ...aa0.a== yVOWw .Then Py is the 
Probability of VOWw, if and only if: 
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     Digits uniformity Theorem: 

Let U be a random variable which is distributed 
uniformly in [0, 1] and }9,...,2,1,0{=uV be the set 
of digits then the probability of nth digit of U be equal 
to uVv∈  is 0.1[2]. 

Proof: 

We proved the digits uniformity theorem by induction 
on the probability of nth digit of U [2]. 

  

Definition: 

Similar to random variable U, which is distributed 
uniformly in [0, 1], we define ),( uuu PVG =  a 
Uniform Digital Probability Digraph, UDPD in short, 
as a data oriented model of U. We represent UDPD by 
the vector of vertices, uV  and probability matrix 

uP based on digits uniformity theorem as follows:  

 

[ ]9,8,...,2,1,0.,0=uV  
 

 

b ca 

2.0=aaP

0.1=ccP

8.0=abP  

4.0=bcP  
6.0=baP

 
Fig.1 A prodigraph 
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UDPD is the same U. It models the U by data 
structures uV and uP .   Then UDPD is a data oriented 
model of U. The  simulation of UDPD  leads us to 
making UIM. In other words UIM is a simulation 
method of UDPD. By using this model to generate an 
n-digit number with uniform distribution, we only 
need to traverse UDPD, starting from “0.” and 
making n random walks. We can prove by induction, 
reverse of the digit uniformity theorem, the VOW of 
this walk will be a random number which is 
distributed uniformly in range [0, 1]. In other words 
each digit of VOW is generated with the probability 
of 0.1 and by putting all these digits together we get 
an n-digit uniform random number [1]. This 
simulation method based on its result, good 
uniformity of generated number, named uniformity 
improving method, or UIM in short. In simulation of 
this method, to generate digits with probability of 0.1 
we use other uniform random number generator. We 
name this generator the Digit Generator Engine, or 
DGE in short. The following method employs 
Matlab’s rand function as DGE for generating n-digit 
number. 

 

 

    2.1Generating a number with UIM   

 In this paper the UIM is implemented by following                                                                  
steps to generate a uniform random number. Hereafter we         
call this method UIM_MATLAB because it uses the     
Matlab’s rand function as its DGE.  

 
 
Steps of UIM_MATLAB: 
 

1. Generate n number u1, u2,…, un in interval [0, 1], 
by  using  Matlab’s rand function as its DGE. 

2. Divide the interval [0,1]  to 10  
non-overlapping sub-intervals with equal lengths 
l0 ,l1 ,…,l9. 

3. Generate n digits d1,d2,...,dn  as follows:  

kjj luifkd ∈=  

4. By affixing these digits together and appending 
“0.”  to its beginning, a random number is 
generated. 

 
 

 
In the next section MATLAB and UIM_MATLAB are 
implemented and the obtained results are compared. 

3. Implementation and Comparison 

 In this section, the results of implementation of two 
methods, MATLAB and UIM_MATLAB are 
provided. To compare these results, We use two 
evaluation factors: 2

fs , frequency variance, and fl , 

length of scattering,  to measure the  
non-uniformity of generated numbers by each 
methods.  

These two methods are implemented by the following 
steps and evaluation factors are calculated which are 
shown in table 1.  

 

3.1 Implementation steps of the Methods 
 

1. Generate 5000 random numbers with a method. 
2. Divide the interval [0,1] in to 100 sub-intervals 

with equal lengths 10021 ,...,, aaa . 
3. Calculate the frequency of numbers in each sub-

interval and represent them consequently as: 

10021 ,...,, fff  . 
4. To measure non-uniformity of generated 

numbers we calculate evaluation factors  2
fs  

and fl   as follows: 
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Fig.4 Frequency histogram of 5000 random 
numbers generated by UIM_MATLAB 

 
                   fff Maxl min−=                                 

    },...,,{ 10021 fffMaxMax f =  

   },...,,min{min 10021 ffff =  

 
Lower the values of 2

fs  and fl  represent better 
uniformity of the method and vice versa. Figure 2 
shows the histogram of 5000 random numbers which 
are distributed with ideal uniformly. For such 
numbers we have: 2

fs = fl =0. 

Figures 3 and 4 represent the frequency histogram of 
numbers generated with each of two methods.  

Simulation results in table 1 show that uniformity of 
numbers generated with UIM_MATLAB is better 
than MATLAB. This means that UIM improves the 
uniformity, of its digit generator engine. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4. Conclusion 

 In this paper we introduce a novel method for   generating 
uniform random numbers. The simulation result shows the 
good uniformity of generated number by this new method. 
This is the reason we named it uniformity improving 
method, or UIM in short 
The UIM is implemented based on UDPD which is a data-
oriented model of uniform random variable. Simulation 
results show that numbers generated with UIM have better 
uniformity than its DGE. This means that the UIM can 
also be employed to increase the uniformity of other 
random number generator by using it as its digit generator 
engine. Good uniformity makes UIM a very suitable 
method where high uniformity is needed. 

Sf
2 lf MinfMaxfMethod 

67.144 32 76 MATLAB 

56.5833 33 66 UIM_MATLAB

Fig.2 Frequency histogram of 5000 
random numbers with ideal uniformity

Fig.3 Frequency histogram of 5000 
random numbers generated by MATLAB  

Table 1.  Performance of the methods 
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